Eventcaster Hybrid Meetings by attend2IT
Separating Presenters and Audience
Our system makes it easy for everybody. Unlike common meeting room programs we provide a slick display to
the audience viewer. We also understand that remote presenters don’t have any support and require help.
This is why we use a staffed bridge to join your calls.

Presenter Experience
The presenter sends us any PowerPoint or keynote they wish to show ahead of the stream so we can prepare it.
We will then send them a link for their stream. They can join when other presenters are streaming and our
manned bridge will answer the call. They don’t need to install any software, literally click the link and then
allow the browser to use their microphone and (if they want) their camera. We will send them a copy of the
live stream back so they can see what is going on.
Once it is their turn to talk we will mix in their audio (and video if in use), we can even PIP (picture in picture)
their PowerPoint behind them or have it full screen if they prefer. At the bottom of their screen they have slide
control to advance the PowerPoint or keynote. They can also see any questions that the audience have asked,
choose to delete them or mark them as answered.
Should you wish to have an interactive talk between remote presenters this can easily be arranged by putting
them all in the same virtual room. We can even have presenter come to us to present if they prefer (or we can
come to you)

Audience Experience
Our scalable cloud distribution allows for a cost effective and reliable distribution for 1 to many millions of
viewers.
We can put it behind a paywall, make it invite only or open it up for anyone to watch.
Viewers are given a link to visit which can be generic or unique to track who watched. The software all runs in a
browser and requires no installation. Viewers are dropped in at the live point but can choose to rewind and
watch from a specific point if they prefer.
Full analytics are provided after the event and we only charge for the number that actually watch it not the
estimated value.

The Staffed Bridge Difference
Because our bridges are staffed you get a very polished product for your viewers. We handle all the production
for you, you can provide your own show caller if you wish.
We also code all our own software so if you need voting or something extra just let us know and we can add it
for less than you’d think. Please feel free to get in contact to discuss your idea.
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